
DNR: TSHBGFN ID:2

TICKET NO ACCESS
ICE BILLET DB LOUNGE

CIV 1184
Valid on:18.12.2022 - 19.12.2022 BENX0804

Ricci,Claudio
2 ADULTS
1 CHILD 6

DEPARTURE -> ARRIVAL CLASS

* * Schiphol Airport -> Koeln * * 11
* * * * *

VIA   <1184>Arnhem Centraal<1080>(18.12.2022)UtrchtC 11:06 ICE123

SUPERSPARPREIS EUROPA NO EXCHANGE/NO REFUND

ONLY VALID ON THE LISTED ICE, IC AND PRICE: EUR ***139.80
EC TRAINS. OTHER TRAINS CAN FREELY

BE CHOSEN.

*** ***********
DNR:TSHBGFN Ref:NSINT

0123 12217565
Selfservice 221122 01:16 9ED2 CB CA

Your itinerary and booked reservation(s)

18/12/2022 10:18  SCHIPHOL (AIRPORT) -> 10:48  UTRECHT CENTRAAL IC3535 * *

18/12/2022 11:06  UTRECHT CENTRAAL -> 13:15  KOELN HBF 123 39 031 033 035

Ref.nr:846670003636

Summary:

Ticket EUR 139.80
Reservation(s) (This price is valid for all passengers) EUR 0.00

Passenger List:

Name First name

Ricci Claudio
Chang ChinShin
Ricci Chang Aurelio Ray

Conditions of use:
• International travel is subject to the terms and conditions of carriage of the

carrier mentioned on your ticket. If your carrier is NS, the terms and conditions
of NS International and the fare conditions connected to your ticket apply.
Besides, the EC Regulation 1371/2007 (PRR) is applicable at all times. You can
see the applicable conditions on NSInternational.nl/en/terms-and-conditions.

• This ticket is only valid if it is of good quality, clearly legible and printed (in
colour or black and white) without any changes on blank, white A4 paper.

• This ticket is personal, not transferable and only valid together with a valid
identity document with photo: passport, identity card.

• (SUPER)SPARPREIS (EUROPA): fare with constraints. Your ticket is only valid
on the ICE/IC/EC trains, the route and travel date listed on your ticket. However,
you are flexible in choosing your connecting (NS) trains and regional trains
abroad.

• FLEXPREIS EUROPA: ticket validity and booked route are fixed, but you are
flexible to travel by trains within your train category or lower (A: ICE, B: IC/EC or
C: other trains).

• +City: if this addition is mentioned on your ticket after the departure/arrival
station, you can travel from/to the concerned station with the local public
transport.

• Your itinerary may change, for instance due to construction works. Please check
your travel advice shortly before departure.

CNR:
KFFP SGURAI KUTMWU BSPGHA

Barcode (please do not fold)



DNR: TSHBGFN ID:3

TICKET NO ACCESS
ICE BILLET DB LOUNGE

CIV 1184
Valid on:22.12.2022 - 23.12.2022 BENX0804

Ricci,Claudio
2 ADULTS
1 CHILD 6

DEPARTURE -> ARRIVAL CLASS

* * Koeln -> Schiphol Airport * * 11
* * * * *

VIA   <1080,1184>(22.12.2022)K-Hbf 12:41 ICE126/UtrchtC

SUPERSPARPREIS EUROPA NO EXCHANGE/NO REFUND

ONLY VALID ON THE LISTED ICE, IC AND PRICE: EUR ***139.80
EC TRAINS. OTHER TRAINS CAN FREELY

BE CHOSEN.

*** ***********
DNR:TSHBGFN Ref:NSINT

0123 12217566
Selfservice 221122 01:16 9ED2 CB CA

Your itinerary and booked reservation(s)

22/12/2022 12:41  KOELN HBF -> 14:59  UTRECHT CENTRAAL 126 38 043 045 046

Ref.nr:806670003144

22/12/2022 15:12  UTRECHT CENTRAAL -> 15:41  SCHIPHOL (AIRPORT) IC3550 * *

Summary:

Ticket EUR 139.80
Reservation(s) (This price is valid for all passengers) EUR 0.00

Passenger List:

Name First name

Ricci Claudio
Chang ChinShin
Ricci Chang Aurelio Ray

Conditions of use:
• International travel is subject to the terms and conditions of carriage of the

carrier mentioned on your ticket. If your carrier is NS, the terms and conditions
of NS International and the fare conditions connected to your ticket apply.
Besides, the EC Regulation 1371/2007 (PRR) is applicable at all times. You can
see the applicable conditions on NSInternational.nl/en/terms-and-conditions.

• This ticket is only valid if it is of good quality, clearly legible and printed (in
colour or black and white) without any changes on blank, white A4 paper.

• This ticket is personal, not transferable and only valid together with a valid
identity document with photo: passport, identity card.

• (SUPER)SPARPREIS (EUROPA): fare with constraints. Your ticket is only valid
on the ICE/IC/EC trains, the route and travel date listed on your ticket. However,
you are flexible in choosing your connecting (NS) trains and regional trains
abroad.

• FLEXPREIS EUROPA: ticket validity and booked route are fixed, but you are
flexible to travel by trains within your train category or lower (A: ICE, B: IC/EC or
C: other trains).

• +City: if this addition is mentioned on your ticket after the departure/arrival
station, you can travel from/to the concerned station with the local public
transport.

• Your itinerary may change, for instance due to construction works. Please check
your travel advice shortly before departure.

CNR:
EZUD CTLFTI ZZGLAY ZSOTYW

Barcode (please do not fold)



DNR: TSHBGFN ID:2
Valid on:18.12.2022

-                                     19.12.2022

Entering or leaving the station

We increasingly use gates at our train stations.
You can open these gates using the square barcode below.
Keep this page with you when leaving or arriving in the Netherlands.

This is not a travel pass.

Conditions of use:
• This access ticket is issued to you when you book a journey on which several

people are travelling on a single travel pass.
• To open a gate, the first passenger uses the square barcode on the travel pass.

The accompanying passenger uses this access ticket to go through the gate.
• This access ticket can only be used on the same date as that shown on the

accompanying travel pass.
• This access ticket can only be used if it is of good quality, clearly legible and

printed without any changes (colour or black and white) on blank, white A4
paper in portrait format.

Barcode (please do not fold)



DNR: TSHBGFN ID:2
Valid on:18.12.2022

-                                     19.12.2022

Entering or leaving the station

We increasingly use gates at our train stations.
You can open these gates using the square barcode below.
Keep this page with you when leaving or arriving in the Netherlands.

This is not a travel pass.

Conditions of use:
• This access ticket is issued to you when you book a journey on which several

people are travelling on a single travel pass.
• To open a gate, the first passenger uses the square barcode on the travel pass.

The accompanying passenger uses this access ticket to go through the gate.
• This access ticket can only be used on the same date as that shown on the

accompanying travel pass.
• This access ticket can only be used if it is of good quality, clearly legible and

printed without any changes (colour or black and white) on blank, white A4
paper in portrait format.

Barcode (please do not fold)



DNR: TSHBGFN ID:3
Valid on:22.12.2022

-                                     23.12.2022

Entering or leaving the station

We increasingly use gates at our train stations.
You can open these gates using the square barcode below.
Keep this page with you when leaving or arriving in the Netherlands.

This is not a travel pass.

Conditions of use:
• This access ticket is issued to you when you book a journey on which several

people are travelling on a single travel pass.
• To open a gate, the first passenger uses the square barcode on the travel pass.

The accompanying passenger uses this access ticket to go through the gate.
• This access ticket can only be used on the same date as that shown on the

accompanying travel pass.
• This access ticket can only be used if it is of good quality, clearly legible and

printed without any changes (colour or black and white) on blank, white A4
paper in portrait format.

Barcode (please do not fold)



DNR: TSHBGFN ID:3
Valid on:22.12.2022

-                                     23.12.2022

Entering or leaving the station

We increasingly use gates at our train stations.
You can open these gates using the square barcode below.
Keep this page with you when leaving or arriving in the Netherlands.

This is not a travel pass.

Conditions of use:
• This access ticket is issued to you when you book a journey on which several

people are travelling on a single travel pass.
• To open a gate, the first passenger uses the square barcode on the travel pass.

The accompanying passenger uses this access ticket to go through the gate.
• This access ticket can only be used on the same date as that shown on the

accompanying travel pass.
• This access ticket can only be used if it is of good quality, clearly legible and

printed without any changes (colour or black and white) on blank, white A4
paper in portrait format.

Barcode (please do not fold)


